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NEWS Release

Parsifal Enhances Services with Expert HST™ Audit
Home Sale Transaction Audit

Palm Bay, FL, (June 10, 2015) – In addition to its comprehensive global relocation services and procurement
technologies, Parsifal Corporation has rebranded and refreshed its specialized service program for auditing
the home sale transaction which Parsifal has named as the HST™ Audit.
The HST™ audit program breaks down each category of the complex and costly home sale transaction into
individual charges to confirm and justify that they are traceable, contractual and reasonable. All
transactions are then analyzed together to ensure a consistent approach and discover any practices that
generate ongoing unnecessary cost exposures. Cliff Cannon, CMO at Parsifal explains that, “Accuracy and
confidence includes confirmed validity of all charges, ensures contract compliance, coordination and
processing of error refunds with detailed yet independent and objective support. Parsifal remains dedicated
to bring expert solutions for continued process improvement to the relocation industry worldwide.”
HST™ audit service features include: Traceability (examining all charges for client authorization and
traceability to its source); Contract Adherence (to ensure that all costs, services, fees, interest charges,
referral fees, and timelines are in contract compliance); Reasonability (confirming reasonable charges, and
whether costs are market competitive for the location, season, and/or duration); and Trend Analysis (to
facilitate solutions for continued process improvement, by analyzing the trends within your files compared
to the relocation marketplace).
With over 30 years of history protecting the industry with relocation auditing expertise, Parsifal continues to
expand its unique offering with a wide array of other services including, home sale auditing, billing support,
consulting and policy exception management. These key services are combined with various technology
products, all designed to provide quality RPT, or relocation procurement technology such as,
MyReloWorks®, MoveMetric® -Domestic MMD™ and International MMI™. Parsifal is committed and focused
to provide a full spectrum of support for its different types of clients including corporations, relocation
management companies (RMCs), service providers and government agencies.
Parsifal is the world's leading firm providing relocation auditing services and procurement technology, touching moves
in over 120 countries around the globe. Our services and products are in constant worldwide operation with
corporations, carriers and move managers in Africa, the Americas, Asia, Australia and Europe. Parsifal Corporation
assists our clients to obtain best in class household goods pricing and quality of service. And, we offer to protect that
pricing and quality with expert global auditing.
Mission: At Parsifal Corporation we are dedicated to our passion and craft, focused on ensuring outstanding accuracy
and sound fairness through quality-driven and innovative technology to all our clients, partners and stakeholders in the
global relocation experience.
To find out how our expert services and relocation procurement technologies can assist your company, please visit us
at www.parsifalcorp.com for more information.
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